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Ministry of Sound has a reputation for delivering high-end corporate events 
within the venue since its creation in 1992. The dedicated events team offers a 
bespoke service, creating events from conferences to Christmas parties, and 
manages over 170 events within the venue each year. Working with leading 
companies from the financial sector to global fitness brands, the versatility of 
the venue and knowledge of the team is extensive. 

The venue comprises of six unique spaces including a heated outdoor 
courtyard, a seated lounge and four large versatile rooms rooms. Featuring 
award-winning audio-visual systems, the venue has been recognised for it 
technological innovation and production. Located in zone 1, a short walk from 
London Bridge. Ministry of Sound is served by two major London transport 
hubs and is ideally located for both daytime and evening events.



The Box The 103

The Baby Box

Our 6 event spaces are located over two 
floors. Situated on the ground floor we 
have The Box, The 103, The Courtyard 
and The Baby Box. Whilst on the upper 
level we have The Lounge and The Loft. 

Floor Plan

The Loft The CourtyardThe Courtyard
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The Box:  285m2 | 29.85m x 16.26m

The 103:  283m2 | 13.34m x 23.93m

The Baby Box:  76m2 | 10.83m x 6.74m

Courtyard:  331m2 | 22.07m x 15.13m

The Lounge:  123m2 | 13.6m x 17.15m

The Loft:  123m2 | 13.6m x 17.15m
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The 103

Features: 500 Capacity | In-House AV | Fitted Bar | Rigging Points | 283m2 Floorspace

Located in the centre of the venue, The 103 acts as a gateway to all other event spaces. 
It benefits from a mezzanine and high ceilings. Connecting the five other spaces this 
room is ideal for an intimate gathering or forming the hub for larger events.

Ideal for standing receptions, exhibitions, and team building.





The Box

Features: 600 Capacity | In-House AV | Rigging Points | 285m2 Floorspace | Flexible Staging

The Box is the ultimate space for live production with award-winning audio-visual 
equipment. The large duel entranced space benefits from an uninterrupted floor plan 
and is overlooked through glass windows by.

Ideal for seated dinners, conferences and award ceremonies.





The Courtyard

Features: 400 Capacity | In-House AV | Container bar | Ability to drive into | Partial Covering

Our 400-capacity courtyard is a unique addition to the venue. The space offers a 
heated canopy, outside bar and kitchen, and interchanging sound & lighting.

Ideal for summer parties, car launches & concerts.





The Lounge

Features: 86 Seats Capacity | Fitted Bar | LED Lightning | 2 x Mezzanine balcony with views of the Box & The 103 | Toilets

Located on the upper level of the venue, The Lounge overlooks The 103 and features its 
own bar and facilities. This space has glass windows overlooking The Box and access to 
The Box balcony.

Ideal for conferences, event breakouts, and VIP use.



A dynamic space, intimate and perfect for smaller events. The Baby Box has a fitted bar 
with a DJ booth and is located next to The 103. With ample power, this space is often 
used as a kitchen.

Ideal for conferences, back of the house and intimate gatherings.

The Baby Box

Features: 100 Capacity | High ceiling with rigging available | Fitted bar | AV facilities



Features: 100 Capacity | High ceiling with rigging available | Fitted bar | AV facilities Features: 150 Capacity | High ceiling with rigging available | Fitted bar | AV Facilities

A contemporary space overlooking The 103 through its glass wall. Offering fixed seating, 
a fixed bar, DJ booth and a mezzanine balcony. The Loft is ideal as a break out for the 
main venue or an intimate cocktail lounge.

Ideal for cocktail parties and event breakouts.

The Loft



Offering bespoke daily delegate rates, full event management, featuring the multi-award 
winning Dolby Atmos System with 3 HD projector screens the venue can produce conferences 
to the highest standards whilst having the breakout rooms seldom found in Central London. 

Features: 300 Theatre Style | 140 Caberet Style | HD Projection | Lecturn, Microphones and Staging

Conferences



Features: 300 Theatre Style | 140 Caberet Style | HD Projection | Lecturn, Microphones and Staging Features: 170 Seated Capacity | In-House AV | Full Event Management | Unlimited Drinks Packages Available

Dinners

Taking place within The Box, we can seat up to 170 guests with a stage and we include our multi award-

winning sound and lighting system. With three HD 4K projectors and screens, we can bring your dinner 

to life and ensure that your awards ceremony has all the glitz and glamour you’re looking for.  



Features: 1,600 Capacity | 6 Spaces | Heated Outdoor Courtyard | AV Facilities | Unlimited Drinks Packages

Standing

The large capacity is split between our six unique spaces allowing for receptions from 100-
1,600 people and our spaces include the heated outdoor courtyard, double height reception 
of The 103, the production room of The Box & the seating area of The Lounge. 



Features: 1,600 Capacity | 6 Spaces | Heated Outdoor Courtyard | AV Facilities | Unlimited Drinks Packages

Christmas

Features: Event Planning and Management | Central Location | 100-1600 Capacity | Heated Outdoor Courtyard

Our spaces can easily be transformed, we draw our 26 year corporate event history and extensive 

network to theme, cater and deliver world-class entertainment and event services. The venue is ideal 

for a Winter Wonderland, Nutcracker, Ski Lodge, jungle and even an indoor skating rink themes. 



Capacity



Ministry of Sound Events
103 Gaunt Street, 

London, 
SE1 6DP

020 7740 8682
events@ministryofsound.com

www.ministryofsoundevents.com




